
Santa Barbara Surf Film Fes1val 2023 - Friday Lineup 
 

 

 

6:00 pm - SHORTS 

Short films from local filmmakers Hunter Mar4nez, Sean Tully, Steve Olson and Josh Pomer  

Running 4me: 60 mins 

 

7:00 pm - 805 FILMS PRESENTS MIND SURFING: THE CONNER COFFIN STORY 

Mind Surfing is 805's new documentary about Conner Coffin. Not unlike Tom Curren and 

Bobby Mar4nez before him, Conner’s a Rincon fixture whose professional career is a product 

of his undeniable talent, rather than some internalized desire to wear a jersey. Directed by 

Keith Malloy, Mind Surfing spotlights who Conner really is, beyond just a surfer with 

opportuni4es, success, and a breathtaking style that rests on a shelf labeled, “iconic.” 

Running Time: 18:54 

 

7:30 pm - FREE RIDE PRESHOW 

Free Ride Presenta4on: 10min 

Free Ride Q and A: 15min w/ Shaun Tomson, Victoria Delaney, and other special guests 

 

8:00 pm - FREE RIDE 

Bill Delaney’s 1977 classic surf movie, Free Ride, captured the height of the shortboard 

revolu4on and showcased some of the world’s most progressive surfing with revolu4onary 

slow mo4on water photography. When Free Ride was originally released, it was an instant hit 

at the box office and became the gold standard. Now, almost half a century later, the original 

videotape assets have been found and were me4culously restored, bringing you the most 

complete version of Free Ride seen since its original theatrical release in 1977. A film about 

living with the ocean and enjoying life, Free Ride presents this 45th Year Anniversary Edi4on in 

celebra4on of surfing, the ocean and the freedom of the ride. Running Time: 86min 

 

9:45 pm - MUSICAL PERFORMANCE: GLENN ANNIE 

Santa Barbara’s own Glenn Annie is a fresh ensemble with an affinity for music from 4me past. 

With recent performances in Santa Barbara, the group plays original songs collected on their 

debut album release “Nite Tan.” From melodic sing-songs to groove-driven dancing tunes— the 

music has an eclec4c sound that is freshly tailored. Glenn Annie is reminiscent of early 70’s 

pop-rock, with live shows that stand up to their recordings and more. ‘Til midnight. 


